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VELOUR  
CARPET 
RANGE
WINDSOR VELOUR
The Windsor velour carpet range is ideal for use 
within exhibition and display stands. The exhibition 
carpet does not fray when cut so the carpet 
can be cut into different shapes and cut outs. 
This exhibition flooring can also be printed on. 
The Windsor carpet range is resin backed and 
available in 24colours.

WINDSOR VELOUR

AGNEAU* BEIGE* CAMEL

CERISE ANIS EMERAUD

TURQUOISE LAGUNE BLEU CLAIR

BLEU ROI* BLEU FONCE* BLUE ADM*

PARME VIOLET* GRIS CLAIR*

GRIS MOYEN* GRIS FONCE*MARRON PAMPLEMOUSSE ORANGE

Production Type: NEEDLE PUNCH VELOUR EFFECT CARPET

Nominal Roll Length: 30 meters

Width: 2 metres standard, colours marked* 
available in 4 meters

Backing: Resin backed only

Please note: Whilst we have made every effort to ensure 
colour accuracy on this PDF, variances in monitors, graphics 
cards and the floor covering manufacturing process, mean 
actual colours may vary.

The colours shown here should be used as a guide only.

CORIAL ROUGE* FUSCHIA

We at Marsden Direct understand that 
the devil is in the detail.  The final touches 
of your stand space can make or break 
a successful exhibition or event.  With this 
in mind, we offer a wide variety of floor 
coverings to choose from to ensure your 
stand space is the best it can be.

Whether you want carpet, vinyl or 
something a bit different, we have a 
range of colours and finishes to suit.  
Please take a look through this brochure 
to see what will work best for you.  If 
you need some help or advise, or want 
something you don’t see in here, please 
feel free to get in touch on 01509 238 800 
and we will be happy to help.

Increase your stand 
presence with the right 
flooring to compliment 
your brand

NOIR



VELOUR  
CARPET 
RANGE
SALSA VELOUR
The Salsa carpet range is ideal for outdoor use 
as the velour carpet has a rubber backing. This is 
a fantastic velour carpet to use at film premiers 
or outside events. The Salsa velour carpet is 
available in 24 colours and the polythene 
protection is supplied on the carpet as standard. 
An ideal product to be used as an exhibition 
carpet as it does not fray when cut, so different 
shapes can be cut easily.

SALSA VELOUR
Production Type: NEEDLE PUNCH VELOUR EFFECT CARPET

Nominal Roll Length: 25 meters

Width: 2 metres standard, 4 meters by request

Backing: Rubber backed only

Please note: Whilst we have made every effort to ensure 
colour accuracy on this PDF, variances in monitors, graphics 
cards and the floor covering manufacturing process, mean 
actual colours may vary.

The colours shown here should be used as a guide only.

BEIGE
1751310

CAMEL
1751982

COGNAC
1751315

PAMPLEMOUSSE
1751360

ORANGE
1751370

MANDERINE
1751333

EMERAUDE
1751366

TURQUISE
1751335

BLEU CLAIR
1757969

BLEUET
1754895

BLEU FONCE
1751380

BLEU ADMIAL
175390

TAUPE
1751394

MARRON
1751389

OCRE
1751921

ACIER
1751720

PARME
1751391

VIOLET
1751392

CORAIL
1751984

ANIS
1751323

POMME
1751967

GRIS CLAIR
1751893

GRIS MOYEN
1751897

GRIS FONCE
1751896

LAGON
1754347

LAGUNE
1751343

BLEU ROI
1751349

ROSE
1751802

FUCHSIA
1751340

ROUGE
1751964

CERISE
1751375

BORDEAUX
1751974

BLANC
1751950

NOIR
1751961

AGNEAU
1751963



CORD  
CARPET 
RANGE
REGENCY-CORD
The Regency cord carpet range is a budget 
lightweight, resin backed carpet available in 28 
colours. Regency is an ideal low cost range and 
perfect for your event marquee or exhibition. It is 
easy to lay and offers a great finish.

REGENCY-CORD
Production Type: NEEDLE PUNCH CORD CARPET

Nominal Roll Length: 50 meters

Width: 4 metres standard, 2 meters by request

Backing: Resin backed only

Please note: Whilst we have made every effort to ensure 
colour accuracy on this PDF, variances in monitors, graphics 
cards and the floor covering manufacturing process, mean 
actual colours may vary.

The colours shown here should be used as a guide only.

CANDY FUSCIA BURGUNDY

GOLD LEVER BEIGE

WHITEPALE BLUE POWDER BLUE ANTHRACITE

MID GREY LIGHT GREY SILVER

DARK RED BRIGHT RED VIOLET

YELLOW PEAT COFFEE

CHAMPAGNE DARK GREEN OLIVE

GRASS GREEN BRIGHT GREEN BLACKNAVY BLUE MARINE BLUE ELECTRIC BLUE



CORD  
CARPET 
RANGE
EXPO-CORD
The Expo Cord carpet range has a much thicker 
finish due to the foam backing and is available 
in 35 colours. Expo Cord carpet is highly versatile 
as it can be used for marquee flooring as well as 
exhibition carpet.

EXPO-CORD
Production Type: NEEDLE PUNCH CORD CARPET

Pile Structure: Standard Rib 3.5mm

Pile Content: 100% Polypropylene Fibres.

Width: 2 and 4 metres standard. Special width 
available by request.

Backing: Foam back as standard. Resin back 
available by request.

Nominal Roll Length: 35 metres, alternative lengths available 
by request.

Comments: Polythene protection film available by 
request. Colours available only in 2m 
marked.*

Please note: Whilst we have made every effort to ensure 
colour accuracy on this PDF, variances in monitors, graphics 
cards and the floor covering manufacturing process, mean 
actual colours may vary.

The colours shown here should be used as a guide only.

SIGNAL WIT*
10104

WIT
10801

AGNEAU
10101

GEEL
10212

ORANGE
10450

FUSCHIA
10510

ROOD
10201

RUBIN
10217

DARK ROOD
10721

MINT*
10634

TANNE
10218

HELGROEN
10211

SMARAGD
10805

AQUA
10570

OCEAN
10808

JEANS
10833

LAVENDEL*
10515

AZUUR
10807

MARINE
10207

SAPHIR
10819

VIOLET
10431

MELIERT BLAUW
10841

DIAMANT
10206

CHENNEL
10909

SIGNAL WIT*
10104

ZILVER
10213

ANTHRA
10205

MELIERT ANTHRA
10917

GRAFIET
10215

ZWART
10216

SAHARA*
10219

ZAND
10809

COGNAC
10303

MOKKA*
10304

DARK BRUIN*
10302

MIEL
10408



SPECIALITY 
FLOORING
ARTIFICAL GRASS
Bring the outside inside and use artificial grass as 
your exhibition carpet or use it to cover a plinth 
or podium. The marine backing allows water to 
slowly drip through making it ideal to use outside 
– no waterlogged grass! Artificial grass could add 
another dimension if used as event carpet at a 
sport themed occasion.

GLITTER CARPET
The Glitter carpet range adds a glamorous look 
to any event, a Christmas wedding, creating a 
snow scene or even adding the WOW factor to 
an Asian wedding.

GRASS RANGE
Grass Carpet: ARTIFICIAL GRASS SUITABLE FOR 

INDOOR AND OUTDOOR USE

Nominal Roll Length: 30 metres, special lengths available on 
request

Width: 2 metres and 4 metres standard, 
special widths available on request

Backing: Marine backed. Dimple backed 
available on request

Comments: Spring and Summer available with Fire 
Rated backing

Please note: Whilst we have made every effort to ensure 
colour accuracy on this PDF, variances in monitors, graphics 
cards and the floor covering manufacturing process, mean 
actual colours may vary.

The colours shown here should be used as a guide only.

GOLF GREEN TWIST CAMPO

CENTRE COURT WIMBLEDON QUEENS

DIAMOND BLACK WINTER WHITECRICKET SQUASH PARK

SPRING BLUE SPRING GREEN SUMMER GREEN

GLITTER CARPET

WHITE
1614550

SILVER
1614504

GOLD
1614505

RED
1614564

BLUE
1614559

BLACK
1614561

Nominal Roll Length: 35 meters

Width: 2 metres standard

Backing: Resin backed only

Please note: Whilst we have made every effort to ensure 
colour accuracy on this PDF, variances in monitors, graphics 
cards and the floor covering manufacturing process, mean 
actual colours may vary.

The colours shown here should be used as a guide only.



SPECIALITY 
FLOORING
SOL PVC
Fantastically glossy, hard wearing PVC flooring. 
Sol PVC range provides a high gloss luxurious look. 
Smooth and shiny it is hard-wearing and adds a 
touch of glamour to vinyl flooring!

LES STRUCTURES
Hard-wearing textured vinyl flooring in black, 
white and grey. 4 shades with drop effect, 1 
shade in skin effect and 1 shade in snake effect. 
Decorative vinyl flooring ideal for use in exhibitions 
and events.

TWIST
Twist and Tapis vinyl rage provide a high 
performance flooring solution for use on dance 
floors or set and staging.

ROUGE
2164212

JAUNE
2163060

ORANGE
2163233

BLEU
2166402

VERT
2167539

BLANC
2161137

GRIS
2161217

NOIR
2161991

SATINE NOIR
2162991

SOL PVC
Product type and 
application: 

Smooth and shiny, hard
wearing glossy vinyl flooring

Nominal Roll Length: 25 meters

Width: 1.5 meters

Please note: Whilst we have made every effort to ensure 
colour accuracy on this PDF, variances in monitors, graphics 
cards and the floor covering manufacturing process, mean 
actual colours may vary.

The colours shown here should be used as a guide only.

BLANC
2132013

SOURIS
2132017

ANTHRACITE
2132016

NOIR
2132012

SKIN
212841

SNAKE
212681

LES STRUCTURES
Product type and 
application: 

Smooth and shiny, hard
wearing glossy vinyl flooring

Nominal Roll Length: 25 meters

Width: 1.5 meters

Please note: Whilst we have made every effort to ensure 
colour accuracy on this PDF, variances in monitors, graphics 
cards and the floor covering manufacturing process, mean 
actual colours may vary.

The colours shown here should be used as a guide only.

TWIST

214103

214329

Product type and 
application:

High Performance Flooring PVC Vinyls 
for Dance Floors and Set & Staging

Nominal Roll Length: 30 meters

Width: 2 metres

Please note: Whilst we have made every effort to ensure 
colour accuracy on this PDF, variances in monitors, graphics 
cards and the floor covering manufacturing process, mean 
actual colours may vary.

The colours shown here should be used as a guide only.

214374



SPECIALITY 
FLOORING
TERAZZO
Terazzo stage floor vinyl is ideal for use on fashion 
runways, exhibitions and stages. We have 
increased our range to 19 dazzling colours.

WOOD EFFECT VINYL
Natural looking wood effect vinyl flooring that 
will look great for use within retail premises, and 
is ideal for use as exhibition flooring and event 
flooring. Our vinyl flooring retains its memory 
making it easy to store and lay as it will revert 
back to its original look and feel.

TERAZZO

518 501 525 572 575 578

591 592 594

596 597 598

599

534 544 547

Product type and 
application:

Stage Floor Textured Vinyl

Nominal Roll Length: 30 meters

Width: 2 metres

Please note: Whilst we have made every effort to ensure 
colour accuracy on this PDF, variances in monitors, graphics 
cards and the floor covering manufacturing process, mean 
actual colours may vary.

The colours shown here should be used as a guide only.

553 557 564

WOOD EFFECT VINYL

BEECH PLANK WENGE OAK PLANK

WHITE CHALET 
OAK

MODENA
BARNWOOD TEMPLE OAK AUTUMN OAK

Product type: Cushioned Vinyl Flooring

Roll Length: 30 meters

Width: 2m in stock, 3m and 4m available by 
special request

Please note: Whilst we have made every effort to ensure 
colour accuracy on this PDF, variances in monitors, graphics 
cards and the floor covering manufacturing process, mean 
actual colours may vary.

The colours shown here should be used as a guide only.

TRADITIONAL OAK CHARLOTTE BLACK CHALET 
OAK




